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AIDS: Time runs out

by Clarke W. Hammersley
and Kathry11 Clotten

On Wednesday, May 15, 1985, Carl
Cobb walked home from the Pacific Medical Center. As he walked, he was over-

whelmed by sadness; the doctor had just
informed himthat hehad AIDS.
The doctor had called his disease
Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia, and
said the pneumonia came because hehad
contracted the AIDS virus.
PCP is a major cause of death among
AIDS patients. The approximate life expectancy of a patient infected withPCP is
35 weeks. "Acceptance is not in your
mind; it is in your heart," Cobb said solemnly. Since he became diagnosed with
AIDS, Cobb tries to do whathe calls "letting go."
—
"Thereis so much to let go of itisunbearable. To let go of your dreams, your
fantasies and ultimately your life. All I
ever wanted was to be in a loving, caring,
committed, monogamous relationship
withanother man."
Thisis no longerpossible,he said sadly,
because "uninhibited love-making is out
of the question nowadays, for you always
run the risk of killing the personyou love.
Most gaysgo for safesex now.Thatmeans
that the ways of expressing your affection
for your partner are expressedthrough mutualmasturbation."
CarlCobb's personal agony is being relivedover and over again as across the na-

tion the AIDS epidemic affects ever more

lives. Lying behind the epidemic, fear
playsa key role not only inthe homosexual
community but the heterosexual as well.
The fear is alreadycausing some gay men
to change their lifestyles and, some suggest, may alsoaffect the way heterosexuals
relate sexually.
Nationally, more than 14,000 cases of
AIDS have been reported; halfof the victims have died.In King County, the number has jumped from 52 cases last year to
about 125 this year.
Accordingto Timothy Smith, adoctor of
internal medicine whotreatsmany patients
with AIDS, the disease can be characterized as a chronic one with progressively
debilitating symptoms. The course of the
disease varies among individuals and may
run a relatively short aggressive course or
as long as a five yearperiod.It depends on
the strength of the individual's immune
system.

TheCenters for Disease Control inAt-

lanta says there are at least three groups of
people that are seriously affected by

seriously affected are
AIDS. The
those who have laboratory evidence of a
severe immune system defect and who
have had at least one potentially lethal infection. The second group are persons under the age of 60 who have Kaposi's Sarcoma, a rare form of skincancer,andat the
sametime display symptoms of AIDS.
The third and largest group are those
who do not have a severe immune system
most

fection or Kaposi's Sarcoma, but display
other signs and symptoms associated with
AIDS. Members belonging to this group
are termed as having AIDS Related Complex (ARC).
Medical authorities currently agree that
the AIDS viruscanbetransmittedinonly a
small number of ways. Sexual contact
where bodily fluids such as blood or semen are exchanged is by far the number
one method. Other ways include blood
transfusions where the blood donatedhas
been exposed to the virus, and from
mother to fetus.
By no means is AIDS limitedstrictly to
homosexuals. Forexample,prostitutes are
especially susceptible to the virus because
bisexualmales or drug abusers maypass it
on to them. Consequently, a prostitute
may, in turn, pass the viruson to aheterosexual male who may transmit it to a heterosexual woman. At present, however,
homosexuals make up 73 percent of the
U.S. population afflicted with some form
of the disease.
There are two major diseases that can
result from a suppressed immune system
caused by AIDS.One disease is Kaposi's
Sarcoma; the other is Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia.
Both are opportunistic infections caused
by organisms which commonly occur in
the environmentand to which persons with
a normally functioning immune system
have a natural resistence. Only when there
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is immune system suppression (as is
caused by the AIDS virus) can these vi-

defect, have not had a life threatening in-

_.

ruses, fungi, etc. seize the "opportunity"
tocause infection.
Kaposi's Sarcoma, when associated

with AIDS, usually appears as painless
purple to brownish, slightly raised spots
on the skin or mucous membranes of the
mouth. The skin lesions may appear anywhereon the bodyincluding the skinof the
feet, legs or arms. Swollen lymph nodes
andinternal organs can alsobe effected. In
most cases the colored spots do not cause
the patient any discomfort; unless seenon
the skin, Kaposi's Sarcoma is hard to dePCP, whichCobb had, is another opportunistic infection. Pneumocystis Carinii
causes a pneumonia which develops
slowly and is not easily recognized in its
early stages. A heavy weight loss,(usually
more than 10 pounds permonth) despite a
good appetite, accompany the symptoms.
Diarrhea is severe, with frequent watery
stools. Abdominal cramping is almost al-

ways present.

Cobbhas sincebeen treated for PCP and
is presently inno danger of dying from the
pneumonia. However, since his immune
system hasbeen supressedby the AIDS virus, he still has Pneumocystis Carinii and
is suseptable to a number of different infections that could easilykillhim.
Although AIDS is caused by adeadly virus, it does not mean that once a person is
(continuedonpage two)
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nowbut hell,he doesn't know whohislovers were five years ago. Ask anybody,

exposed to it that that person will die. Scimost wouldhave trouble telling you. Even
though he's not involved in random loveentists generally say that only one out of
every 10persons whoare exposed to thevimaking now, there's always that small
chance," he said.
rus will actually go on to developAIDS.
Also, according to Robert Wood, chief
Although Vince said most of the homoof Health Services Research at Pacific
sexualsheknows arepromiscuous, he said
they are "slowlybecoming more responsiMedical Center, therisk ofcontracting the
ble," when loving others. In a Seattle gay
AIDS virus is as minimal as the jetyou're
tavern, "Bob," who also preferes to reflying in crashing to the ground.
Even so, Cobb thinks "AIDS will touch
main unidentified, said he no longer exmany more lives thanit is right now. See,
changes bodily fluids with his partners.
on May ISIwas the80th persondiagnosed
"Condoms are better than nothing," he
in KingCounty and now there are over
said. "Ifelt very lost to make the change."
120. That's just five months. Thenumber
At the same tavern,Jim, who requested
is doublingevery 10 months andby the way
hislast name not be used, said that hislife
it's going,it willcontinue todouble. But it
has changed drastically since the onset of
will probably double more frequently than
theepidemic. "Idon't go out as much as I
in 10 month periods. Many more individin pursuit of a physical eveused to
ning
uals and families are going to be touched
The frustration is so much
stronger thaniteverhas been. Eighty perby AIDS."
Currently, only 10-15 percent who carry
cent of the time I
back out when I'nj apthe AIDS virus actually come down with
proachedbyanother gay man."
opportunistic infections. Yet although
Jim added that theincubation period of
most doctors confirm that AIDS is exthe AIDS virus was a concern of his. "I
tremely hard to contract, they know that
only go out with people Iknow well
Imean, Ihave to make sure
many in our society disagree with their , enough
conclusions.
that the man didn't catch it (the AIDS virus) a few yearsago."
Onereason for this disbelief stems from
Many patrons at the tavern expressed a
the fact that nocurehasbeendeveloped. In
themedical world, a virus that's only been
fear of taking the ELISA blood test which
around for four years islike one minute on
was developed to screen blood carrying
a 24-hour clock.
antibodies to the AIDS virus. Mostdid not
Extensive research is currently in prowant toknow that they may be acarrier of
the AIDS virus. "Some of the people I
gress but still, Dr. Wood, although optimistic, believes that a vaccine will not be
know are scared to death to take the test,"
found for at least five years. He says socisaid Jim, "and personally, I'm scared of
what the doctormight say."
ety as a whole may go back to monogamy.
"My suspicion would be thauin the years
Jim said that rather than submitting to
ahead the AIDS epidemic might discourthe blood test,he wouldcontinue to remain
age people from having sex, which is a
monogamous.He saidhe felt sure that his
partner was not a carrier because neither
necessary part ofhavingchildren."
Heterosexual people are becoming
he nor his partner had engaged in unsafe
scared that the AIDS virus willbecome as
sexual practices in the past. "Most everyone I
prevalent in their lives as it currently is in
know is not exchangingbodily fluids
the homosexual communities. As a consewhile they have sex and they are not makqence, added Wood, fewer children may
inglove to people they arenot sure of
beborn in the future.
they feel pretty safe," he said.
Bob says it is no longeraquestionofemOne of the biggest mysteries concerning
barassmentto ask a prospective partner his
the AIDS virus is that the time it takes to
past sex life. "It's not uncommon to ask:
expressitselfin people could be anywhere
from sixmonths to five years. A gay S.U.
'Haveyou had many lovers? Have youhad
employee, "Vince," who prefers to remain
the test?" He said that most people who
anonymous, said that the incubation perconfront him ask the same ofhim.
"Tim," another tavern customer preferiod for AIDS is the biggest scare among
to remain anonymous, commented,
ring
himandhis friends.
"Thebest way toprevent contractingthe
"I'm damned scaredand this (AIDS epidemic) has definitely changed my life. I
AIDS virus is not to be promiscuous. I'm
not,but most gay people Iknow are. Unmasturbate a lot; without this Iwould go
fortunately, even though I'm monogaup the walls."
mous, I'm very concerned about the incuWhat bothered Tim even more was that
his son, who is a homosexual, might debation period of the virus. Idon't know if
seeinghas picked up the vivelop AIDS. "He is so promiscuous
the person
— nor I'm
rus
does he. He's not promiscuous
youcan not imagine. Heevendoes it in the
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Carl Cobb, whois dying due to AIDS, awaits any advancement in AIDS research.
rnophobia on the part of the people who
back seat of his car. Ihave sent him the
have alwaysbeenhomophobic (those who
pamphlets about AIDS, (but) he saidfear homosexualityand who treat homo:'Don't send me that (expletive)
I
sexuals as inferior). The media has conion't care.'"
tributed to the hysteria with enormous
AIDS has also provoked a second disease:hysteriaamong someparts ofthe hetheadlines and ignorance. If you throw
Dion,
community.
Marc
a voldeath and sex together you certainly have
erosexual
unteer counselor for SHANTI, an
hit a hot button.
"AIDS is not a moral, but a medical isorganization that deals with those in lifesituations,
sue. Heterosexual people are viewing the
argues that AIDS
threatening
AIDS is
epidemic
of
as a moral issue
has become an excuse for the revival
(necessarily)
but
not
sexually
contracted
"heightenedhomophobia."
calls
what he
homosexually."
"There is a renewal of heightened ho-

...
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Candidates to run for ASSU positions
byDoug Sanders

On Tuesday,Nov. 14, Seattle University
students will go to the polls to elect three
new ASSU Senatemembers froma field of
fivecandidates. Voterswill also elect three
Judicial Board members; however, only
two candidates had signed up by the Oct.
29 deadline. Laura Marinoni, a sophomore at S.U., is running for senate. She
wouldlike to see the senate take a more ac-

tive role in representing the students.
Marinoni, a varsity soccer player, is concerned about the lack of support varsity
sports have received from administration
and students.
She also feels non-traditional students,
those not living on campus, over 21 or
seeking a second degree, are a significant
partof the S.U.community, but need toget
involved in school activities and be aware
of on campus activities.
TomEmanuel is a sophomore living off
campus. Emanuel sees the senate as a way
to present student opinions to the administration in an organized fashion. He feels
the ASSU currently neglects non-traditional students and wants to see the ASSU

do more to involvenon-traditional students
and ensuretheir voices are heard. But todo
so, he says, there has to be a reason for
them toget involved.
Sophomore Mark Hahn sees the role of
the senate as a body to protect student interest. He thinks the students should have
more say in how the school is run. He
wouldalsolike to see the student body take
a standon worldissues such as world hunger and nuclear war. Andhe would like to
see the senate revamp the book exchangeit
has in thebook store.
Business major Ted Byrne is a sophomoreliving in Campion. He wouldlike to
see the senate improve relations between
the students and administration. He feels
student input on key issues is important to
the smooth operation of the campus. He
feels students need to voice their opinions
on the key issues such as theraisein tuition
and the administration's master plan for
campus growth. But, he said, it is important that the ASSU makes sure that the administration listens to the students.
Tim Slambelan, a senior living off campus, is running for the judicial board. He
feels the board is not active enough. He

would like to see the board used more efficiently tobenefit the students and to take a
more active rolein government.
Senior Walt Beglou, also living off campus, sees the role of the judicial board as
protecting

the

rights

of the students. He

would like to see the board's jurisdiction
broadened to encompass more aspects of
studentlife. He wouldlike to see the board
take amore activerole in decision making
, and informing students of their rights.

Volunteers succeed
by Jeanette (Jullej

"Thanks to you," United Way can support over 120 King County agencies. Special thanks should go to 39 volunteers at
Seattle University.
They arehighly regardedby United Way
of King County because they succeededin
gettingpledgesfrom 64 percentof the S.U.
faculty and staff. "S.U. has been the
leader among those schools in King
County for the sizeofschool we are," said
Jerry Pederson, chairman of the campus
group. "For the first time anyone can remember," said Pederson, "ASSU gave
some money to the campaign this year."
While the King County group "set a
goal of $28 million to be given out to the
agencies." theS U.chapter "decided to fo-

cus onaparticipation rate."Pederson and
his followers, "set out to see if
(they) couldn't approach them (faculty and
staff members) so two out of three would
make a pledge." They made a 2.8 percent
increase over last year, but were evadedby
the 2 percent needed to achieve their goal.
Preparation for the two week campaign
on campus started out with breakfast. Tht
emphasis was more on food for thought as
speakerstried to "present a picture ofwhat
United Way does ..."Pederson thought
the volunteers should "be able to relay
some meaning" about how vital pledges
are to United Way.
Incredibly enough, said Pederson,
"only9 percent(of the collected funds) gc
to the tunneling process; 91 percent goes
to agencies that do social work."

...
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Homosexuals fear the threat of AIDS
by Nancy Lewis

—

Reading over the results ofa survey can
beasexcitingas scanningamathbook if
you look at numbers rather than meaning.
With just a little interpretation you can
learn a lot about the public'sopinion ofan
issue.
The Spectator surveyed 249 S.U. students to find out our information and fear
levels toward AIDS. The questionnaire
was carried out using a scientific method
to achieve the broadest possible cross-section of students. Next, the results were
mathematically extrapolated to a 95 percent confidence level, allowinga5 percent
margin for error.Here'swhat we found out
about what you think.
Only 25 percent of those surveyed
thought a majority of homosexual men
carry the AIDS virus. Yet almost 75 percent thought that once a person is diagnosed as having AIDS, that that person
will die. This displays botha rather openminded attitude toward the gay community
and areal fear of the diseaseitself.
But the fear isn't wild-eyed paranoia:
nearly 80 percent scoffed at the thought of
contracting AIDS through casual contact.
Seventy-five percentsaid—they would shake
hands with agayperson even whenconsidering that person a possible AIDS carrier.

Nearly all (90 percent)said they would
not switch seats if a possible carrier were
to sit next to them in a movie theatre. But

that doesn't meanthey would split a Coke
with that person: 93 percent refused to
share a drinking glass with a gayperson.
Considering a gayperson a possible carrier, most people (75 percent) said they
would have dinner at that person's home.
Sixty-four percent said they would eat in a
gay-frequented restaurant. Of the people
who said they would not eat in a gay-frequented restaurant, 40 percent listed their
aversion to the gaylifestyle as their reason
for stayingaway; the other 60 percent cited
a fear of AIDS.
Seventy-five percent of the students
polled said they aren't overly concerned

with having a close-range conversation
with a possible AIDS carrier. Nearly all
(82 percent) have no problem with gay
people working in restaurants. A majority
(75 percent) see no reason why gays
shouldbe barredfrom hospitaljobs.
This isn't to say we aren't cautious.
Nearly 100 percent answered yes, they
wouldhave a specific AIDS test runon any
bloodneeded for a family member's trans-

fusion.
Thenumber of diagnosed AIDS cases is

steadily increasing; certainly everyone
must be aware of that. But after sifting
through heaps offractions and formulas, a
seemingly foolproof point-blank question
failed to give us a decisive answer. When
we asked, "Are youafraidof catching the

doesn't display a "bent to go rampaging
through gay areas of town brandishing a
rocket launcher," attitude. In spite of the
AIDS virus raging through society most
people said the epidemic has not changed
their attitude towardthe gay community at

disease even though you might not be
gay?" The students'
— answers—split. Only a
slight majority 57 percent said no.
At the same time, almost69 percentsaid
they would rather avoid gays than take a
chance of catching AIDS. Certainly this

Our survey showedan intelligent awareness of the AIDS virus; no one is taking
unnecessary risks but we haven't seen
space suits worn in public either. People
are cautious butare by nomeans paranoid.

Newly expanded shelter
called for group effort
by Vonne Worth

construct shelters: "By law. we(t.kf;Army)
must ask for assistance. The Catholic

In less than six months, the government
rushed to complete a building to aid the
poor.Both federal and municipal agencies
cooperated with Catholic Community
Services and the St. Vincent de Paul Society to add a 100-bed expansion to the St.
Martin dePorres shelter for the homeless.
The Dedication Ceremony was on Oct.
31. The shelter, located in the former
Army Terminal at Pier36, openedinOct.,
1984, and has been filled to its 100 bed casacity almost everynight since then. It will
now shelter 200.
St. Martin's serves men over 50 years
old, men like Bill Heinzelman, who said
that he has been sober for six years. He
jroudly displays his AA medal awarded
for five years of sobriety. "I was on Skid
Row for 40 years," he said. "I'm looking
for work. I'm frustrated, but Ifigure
things'll work out. I'm not looking for
something for nothing; 'course, I'm glad
For what Igot." An older man without a
jood employment history has a difficult
:ime finding work. "I got faith," he said.
Vito T. Chiechi, regional administrator
of the General Services Administration,
chaired aninteragency task forcethat combined resources of GSA, the Defense Department, the Army, the City of Seattle,
he Church and its volunteers. It studied
the problem of homelessness, proposed
the solution and acted on it. Seldom does
:his occur so quickly in government.

.The DeCommunityServices asked
partment of Defense is (always) ready to
assist in building these shelters in any way
it can." "There are too few of these shelters around the country," Shannon said.
Workers at the shelter are "people who
work too manyyears for toolittle pay tosee
that people whoare broke and brokenhave
a place to go," said Charles Royer, mayor

. ..

of Seattle.
Margaret Travis, director of St. Martin's, was a Texas patrol officer whenshe
saw many of these peoplebeing put in jail.
She said, "There's got to be abetter way."
She foundit.
She described special care given at St.
Martin's: six doctors who volunteer four
nights a week. There'salso a foot specialist
and an amateur barber. George Burrows,
systems analyst with the Port of Seattle,
gives haircuts at the shelter every Wednesdaynight. He saidhe learnedthis because
he cuts his teen-age son's hair. "Working
there makes me realize how lucky Iam:
I
these men are pretty unfortunate
think I'm doing a really worthwhile thing.
Some people, for whatever reason,
wouldn't be comfortable around that sort
ofthing,but they couldcontribute blankets
or soap, anything to meet the minimum
needs of the men," he said. But more must
be done.
"We must address the critical problems
it homelessness
alleviate sources as

...

■

...
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John O.Dokken said helikes the newly expanded BRIAN
Martin de Porres Shelter, where he slept on "openingnight."
ble as apermanent solutionof the problem
well as symptoms," said the Rev. Michael
of homelessness."
G. Ryan, representing Catholic Community Services. "The shelter is unaccepta-
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A journey through India
by Todd Waller

Eidd

Waller, a Seattle University psylogy major, was the recipient of a
scholarship to work with Mother Theresa
of Calcutta and theMissionaries of Charity in India. Thefollowing reflections are
excerpts of a letter he wrote to the S.U.
communityorder to sharehis experiences.
September 10
Today I
beganmy work for the Missionaries of Charity at a center known as Kalighat. This is Mother Theresa'sHome for
the Dying Destitutes. Initially, it is a tremendous shock to the senses. There are
100 beds,
on this day 43 men and 40
The
medical
conditions are quite
women.
primitive; the stench can be overwhelming; a horrendous amount of suffering occurs here. T.B., gangrene,nearly any and
every sickness can be found here. The facility is filthy by Western medical standards; medicines are dropped on the floor,
and still used; patients are given meds out

...

of the same cup; the dirty dishes are
cleaned with ashes and straw as a scrub
pad. It is such a disturbingplace, yet there
is so much that needs to be done.Ithink if
such a thing as miracles occur on this
planet,itishere.Themere fact thatpeople
come from every corner of the world to do
whatever they can is remarkable. The Sisters who devote their lives to this cause are
very powerfulpeople.
This evening a few ofus met Mother.
To hear her speak is magnetic. She told
us that "there ismuch povertyin Calcutta,
but only the purest eyes can see the beauty
here." When askedabout Inspiration Day
she said "Yes, itis a specialday for usbut I
make every day an inspirationday."
September 11
Today a young nurse from Malta removed a man's foot. His ankle is infected
withgangrene. His foothad been dangling
for a number of days. Perhaps the nurse
wasn't qualified for such a procedure yet it
needed to be done. Ifound the most disturbing part to be as the stump was being
disinfected, flies continued to land on it.
The patients at Kalighat endure anincredible amount.
AH the people of Calcutta seem to endure a great amount in their everyday
lives. Power outages are a daily occurrence; garbage tends to pile up on the
streets. At times there may be 30-50 feet
stretches of sidewalkcovered 2-3 feet high
withgarbage. You'll find pigs, dogs, cats,
humans all scouring through the waste.
Calcutta is a city of 9 million people. On
every street within the city centerare hundreds of families sleeping, eating, bathing,
the street is their home. Being a
Westerner Ifind a constant influx of beggars at my side. Families havebeenknown
to maul one child, remove a handor foot,
and this child in turn will do the begging
for the family income.
September 16
Cilumpur is a tribal village located
somewhere along the West Bengal/Bihar
border, approximately 175 miles northwest of Calcutta. The station where I'm
staying is operatedby a group of Maltese
Jesuits.Life here is primitive. The tribals
live in huts made from manure with
thatched roofs. The men are responsible
for building and maintaining the huts
whichare often destroyedduring the monsoon season.The women clean house, do
the weavingand care for the animals. The
entire family works in the fields planting
rice.
This morning a frightened Sontali
womenarrived at the door. At this particular time of year there is little work to be
done in the field. Unfortunately, many of
the Sontali widows are sought after by the

men and raped. This particular woman
was given aroom and was allowed to stay

until she found it safe to return to her village.
September 17
A 22-year-old Sontali woman died this
morning. She wasunable topassherurine.
Some village people had given her tribal
medicine which only worsened the condition. By the time she received medicine
from the Mission hospital it was too late.
Sad to think that the situation could have
easily beentaken care of.
September 18
The food in the villages is basic. Since
there hasbeen little rain this year, the rice
willlast only9 or 10 months. The people
then rely on corn and wheat from America. Very few of the villagers haveheard of
America. Today Nora tried to explain to a
few women that Ihad arrived inIndia by
plane. Even though an occasional plane
will fly overhead, the women could not
grasp the concept of people flying in the

...
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air.
In this particular region ofBengal, there
exist a number of quarries. The quarries
have begun to employ the tribals. Many of
the tribals havebeen neglecting their work
in the fields in order to work at the quarry.
The women are paid four rupees per day
(about 35 cents) and the men six rupeesper

day (about 50 cents). An extremely hard
workermay make 10 to 12 rupeesper day,
whichusually means a 10-11 hour day.
Quarry work is difficult. One man
breaks a large stone in half, the next man
splits those stones in halfand on down the
line. The last person carries a basket of

rocks on his/her head to the trucks.
Recently a village headmaster began to
organize and take action against the corrupt policies that the quarry owners had
laiddown. Theheadmaster waslater found
dead in a quarry pond. The Jesuits have
been told not to become involved in communitypolitics. However, a Jesuit in New
Delhi has begun to inform the tribals of
their legal employment rights. Unfortunately, like most everythingin India,it is a
slowprocess.
The Jesuits here in Cilumpur have
placed a tremendous amount of effort in
educating the Sontals. Currently 200 children are enrolled in the Mission school.
Attendance lacks when there is work to be
done in the fields. The school system emphasizes reading, writing and vocational
skills. Fropei lamilyplanning methodsare
also being taught inthe schools.
In 1980 the government was offering a
transistorradio along with100 rupees ($10
U.S.) to any villager whowouldreceive a
(continuedonpage five)
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(continuedfrom page four)
vasectomy/hysterectomy. The program
was short-lived. For the Jesuits here, the
educationprocess means educatingpeople
whohave not been exposed to what exists
in a world that is growing too fast for the
tribals. The work of the Missionaries is
alsothat of spreading Catholicism. The introduction of Catholicism into the tribal
communityhas caused much turmoil.The
traditional Sontali religion is ancestral
worship. The religion focuses on doing
penance at certaintimes of year. The entire
community is to contribute toward a village sacrifice. The Catholic tribals have
begun torefuse todonate to thecommunity
rituals. Thus, the communal bonds have
begun to weaken.
Monsoons, disease, malnutrition, heat
life here is in a conand humidity,
stant flux,aturmoil that never ceases. Yet
from this hardship has evolved a very spiritual andculturally rich community. Along
withall the conflict here, I'vefound a great
deal of energy and love among these peo-

.. .

September 21
Worked this morning at Howrah Children's Home, Mother Theresa's home for
babies. Howrah is considered one of the
worstsectors ofCalcutta. During themonsoons, the streets swell and people are
forced to live on top of chairs and tables.
The pavement people lose their homes.
Thekids at Howrah are taken infor a variety of reasons. Many of the kids are orphans;a few have T.B.;they allarrivemalnourished. An average of 50 kids live at
Howrah Children's Home. The sisters are
able to treat their ailments and find homes
for some of the orphans. Thechildren who
return to their families normally lose all
the weight they had gained withina week's
time of returning home. Today a 10-yearold girl was brought in by the Brothers of
Charity. The.Brothershad found the girl in
the Howrah train station. She had lost an
eye and had a large open wound on her
forehead. She appeared frightened and
shy. The only information the Sisters were
able to receive was that she had beenhit by
a vehicle. The family chose toabandonher
at the train station.
September 23
Visited the "Rehabilitation Center for
Children" located in South Calcutta. The
program was initiated in 1972 by an English woman named JaneWebb.Since then
RCFChas made a greatdealof progress in
the treatment and prevention of polio. The
center has three surgeons who perform
corrective surgery for children from West
Bengal and Bihar. The center is equipped
for 50 children. The parents, if capable,
pay food costs. The corrective surgery is
funded by sponsors throughout England
and America. On Saturdays, the center
provides free immunizations for those in
the community. RCFC is by far the most
productive center I've seen here in CalSeptember 25
Worked at Kalighat this afternoon.
Thereissomuch that is needed here.Bed #
49 is a corner bed, visually hidden from
the rest of the room. Today a 28-year-old
epileptic man was in Bed #49. He
kept rollingoff his bed and Imust have put
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begin to understand that certain mystique
in Calcutta. This has been a good experience for me, yet Isee my workas simply a
drop inthe ocean.
The Spectator hopes to continue publishing more about Todd's experiences in
India.

Scholarship makes
a dream come true
by Lisa Banks

Most of the world applauded the day
Mother Theresa of Calcutta was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize for her work with
the sick and the dying in India. Many ofus
perhaps imagined ourselves working by

her side, mirroring her selfless dedication.
Very few people, however, have actually
taken the leap necessary to make such
dreams reality. Seattle University major
Todd Waller made that leap. "Todd has
been able to havea dreamcome true," Neil
Young said of Waller, 22, a recipient of a
scholarship to work with Mother Theresa
in Calcutta.
Young, a psychology professor at S.U.,
saidhe created the scholarship last year to
give a student "a living knowledge of the
way people live out there."
Young, whohas worked with poor people in Mexico,said, "Ithink it's really important for students to work with the poor
inother cultures to developa compassionate attitude toward the whole world."
Waller was chosen by the scholarship
committee from among20 applicants.
Young said the committee was impressed with Waller's scholarshipapplicaQ_pJp p Q Q_fl_R_p

o

shampoo,CUT & STYLE

QT

Yes, there is an energy here, a beauty
here, but for me, I
need muchmore time to

tion. "He worked with the poor people in
Appalachia," Young said. "He wasa manager of the Morrison Hotel which is an
emergency shelter forthehomeless people
in Seattle. He worked at Echo Glen, a ju-

venile rehabilitation center. And he has
hitchhiked through Europe."
Young said Waller received the scholarship because "he was really interested in
the larger world
andhe had someexperience ofhelping other people ina compassionate way."
Waller's previous experience helped
prepare him for the work inCalcutta.
— "He
was already interestedin this area healing some of the suffering in society,"
Young said.
Waller left for Calcutta in the first week
of September andstarted work onSept. 10.
"Ithink he's on his way to Delhi," Young
said. "In Delhi there's another center for
Mother Theresa whereIexpecthe'll try to
work for two weeks."
Young said Waller is being born into a
new kind of experience. "It's a whole different world when tens of thousands of
people live and die in the streets," Young
said. "It'll probably stay withhim for the
rest ofhislife."
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Persons with a degree or job-experiencein such fields as engineering,
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From cuts to perms to cellophanes,

.

pockets of helping social centers here in
Calcutta, yet there exists very little cohesiveness among the various agencies. Perhaps ifall of the individual energies could
be channeled together, we could create a
healthier Calcutta. Ipraise the lifelong
commitment of the individuals here. In
fact, Ifind it monumental in many ways.
Yet, therehas got to be a better, more positive direction for Calcutta.

...

1, IrIfeeline so good never cost so
little. At Hair Masters, youget
the cut, the service, the satisfaction
y°u deserve at a price you expect.
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him back three or four times. Iknow that
when the Sisters leave at 6 hequickly ends
up on the floor again. Iimagine it is better
than the streets.
September 26
Titigarth. Visited a leper colony operated by theBrothers of Charity. THe community consists of 400 inpatients living
with their families withinthe colony walls.
Another 200live in the nearby neighborhood with their families. The Brothers
also provide medicine to an additional
2,000 lepers through West Bengal andBihar. The Leprosarium appears to be a
stronghold in the Missionary of Charity
community. The Brothers are able to cease
the spread of leprosy in most individuals.
The majority of leprosy, once under control, is not communicable. The smallcommunity of Brothers here has done a remarkable service in providing a better,
more productive life for a group of people
who have been physically scarred a great
deal and mentally scarred as well.
October 1
Continued working at Kalighat and Hoat
wrah through the week. Kalighat,
times Ireally hate this place. It's such an
unfair world. This morning a 26-year-old
man kept spitting up chunks of lungs and
blood.He has open T.B.He must have experienced an ungodly amount of pain.
Claus, a fellow volunteer from Germany,
told me at lunch that ifhe could, he would
place himself inside one of theindividuals
at Kalighat, yet only for a few minutes, in
order to experience the kind of suffering
these people are experiencing.
This afternoon,upon arrival atKalighat,
the young man with T.B. hadbecome significantly worse. Next to him sat Claus,
holding hishandandmassaging hisback in
his hour of death. The young Indian man
diedat 4 p.m.
Conclusion
There appears to be a large number of
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SOAP BOXFORU M
AIDS:
The race against
time
—

CarlCobb is aman to becommended. Heis dying yet he gave The Spectator an indepth interview because he felt that people needed to be educated abouthis mysterious
andunfortunate disease. Only then, hesaid,canpeople truly understand thenature of the
disease andhow to avoid it. We feel thisis truly heroic.
It'shard to convey to a dying person, that even though you're a journalist, you'renot
alwayslooking for "the source that will put your story on page one." We are journalists
but sometimes it'shard to approach a storyinan objective manner.
Toooften a newspapermay sensationalize aperson'simpending death: "Aman named
CarlCobbis dyingofAIDS.Get overthereand make surehe doesn'tdiebefore youdo it.
Evenbetter,holdoffuntilhe's checked into the hospital for the last time maybe youcan
get hislast words ..."
We approachedthis story differently. We felt compassion for thisman. Here wasa man
dying ofAIDS. Maybe, we thought, maybe if we write a story telling people about his
disease, then some of the readers will show some compassion themselves and donate
some money for AIDS research.
Therestill is a chance that Carl willlive maybe acure for the disease willbe discoveredin his remaining 15 or so weeks. It takes public awareness toturn this into areality
for Carl though for everyone with the deadly disease. Carl is neither looking for a
sentimental pat on the back nor is he pleading for hislife. He is speaking for everyone
with this terrible virus.
We, the staff ofThe Spectator, are hoping that Carl survives this threat of death. We
hope that all whohave it willsurvive. Let's commendCarl for the courageandstrenghth

—

—

—

he displayed bv allowine us to interview him.

To theEditor:
Those who object to the expression
"like a lady" inreference to handling firearms have forgotten that the word "like"
means "similar to," not "the same as."
Therefore, to handle a shotgun "like a
lady" means treating a firearm with respect; the phrase has nothing to do with
treating womenas tools.
A ship is always a "she" because it sustainslife on the ocean and thus deservesrespect. The Catholic Churchis anorganization, but the Pope calls it "Our Holy
Mother" to show respect.
We invite those who objected to "like a
lady" to come to the range and see for
themselves what itmeans to be treated like
a lady and to treat a firearm in a similar
way.
Jennifer Elrod
Leslie Chernell
Amy Kiesel
Kassondra Renee Lewis
Marearet Luette

Lady in

D
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manship Club obviously cannot properly
interpret the English language.
One cannot take two quotes out of context,put them together in a sentence, and
extract the original meaning. However,
one can usually manipulate words taken
out of context. I
believe that those involved
have succeeded inputting one-plus-one together only to arrive at three.
In no waydidIconclude that alady is "a
tool or implement to be used for whatever
purpose" from that article. More to the
point, since Dave Snodgrass is quoted as
saying, "A gun or rifle is a tool or implement to be used for whatever purpose,"
stated, "treat the
while yet another person
"
shotgun 'likealady.'
I hardly feel one could combine the
statements.The mere fact that this line was

\ f\ CD
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Allletters to theeditor must be 250 wordsor less, typed,
double-spaced, signed and mailed or delivered to The
Specator by 12pm Saturday. All must include a phone
numberandaddress.Letters willbepublished on a space
available basis andmay be edited as needed.

The Spectatoris )ocated intne basementofthe Student

Union building "
Editor,

Chullaine O'Reilly; News Editor, Clarke W.

Hammersley;FeatureEditor, Jodi Anable; Copy Editors,

Harsh
To theEditor:
Theeditorial (Oct. 3 1) on student apathy
was tooharsh; it wasinsensitive to the students, faculty and staff at Seattle UniverStudents also suffer from "long nights
and forgotten homework" due to jobs
which pay for rising tuition, the stress of
personal problems and in the situation of
some non-traditional students, families
which need attention. Their seemingly obnoxiouslack of concernfor the newspaper
is not sluggishapathy, it most likely results
from often frantic exhaustion.
Please show more sensitivity and compassion toward the student, faculty and
Sincerely.

To the Editor:
Until the other day, Ifelt that those old
—
claims of the business world "We want
—
liberal arts majors"
were unfounded.
Much to my surprise, in last week's Spectator, Iwas proven wrong. Those who
wrote the letter in response to Allison
Westfall's (Oct. 17) story on the Marks-

3PAZ

precededby "might," to usetheir logic, indicates to me that neither did they think
about what they read, or moreimportantly,
WHAT THEY WROTE.Through their response, the Marksmanship Club has been
done a severe injustice.
Sincerely,
Darrell Bryant

staffreaders in the future.

■

Autoflush

student bodv.

Like a Lady

Perspective

CONCRETE AND STEEL

Postmaster: Send address changes to The Spectator,
12th Avenue and East Spring Street, Seattle, Wash.,
98122
The Spectator is published every Thursday during the
academic year, excluding school holidays. Annual subscriptionscost $10and thirdclass postageis paidat Seattie, Wash.
The Soapbox pagesfeature staff editiorials and guest
commentariesfrom its readers.All unsignededitorialsexpresstheopinionof theSpectatoreditorial board; its members being Chullaine O'Reilley, Eric Gould, Jodi Anable
and Clarke W. Hammersley. Signed editorials and commentariesare the responsibilityof theauthor and may not
express Spectatoropinion.Opinions expressed on these
pages are not necessarily those of the university or the

LETTERS

Anne Crowley
P.S. Despite the editorial, The Spectator
is better than last year. Continue the good
work.

Visual Fire
T'1the Editor:

Where has Carlo Caraccioli been hiding? Thisguy is intense; his opinionsas direct as akamikaze moth to flame. Phrases
burn inmind: "The unvarnished truth can
be a dangerousthing to those who cast designs on our freedoms, ..." and "The
keepers of the flame,
— and those whom the
flame will burn should they dare defy
it." Incendiaryimagery! Carlo cranks the
ignition and heats up the engine for go!
And ending the essay with kudos for
ThomasMoore andRosa Parks wasa flash
of genius, and praise also for the terrific
page layout. So far, the most impressive
piece I'ye readin the paper.
YvonnePaschal

Shelly Griffin, JohnTeehan; Arts&EntertainmentEditor,
Dean Visser: Photo Editor, Brian Rooney; Darkroom
Mana9 er Jeft Robertson.Sports Editor, Tim Huber:Editorial Page Editor, Eric Gould; Sales Manager, Sanjay
Sippy; Business Manager, Neil Hayward; Productions
Manager, Laurinda Clark; Public Relations, Lance R.
Tormey;Graphics Editor, Conrad Chavez; Graphic Artists, Dawn Mayes, Bernie Nolan, Karlis Rekevics, Sara
Slebodnick;Photographer,Angie Babcock;FashionEditor, Vicki Simmons; Reporter/Assistant Copy Editor,
Vonne Worth; Reporters, Lisa Banks, Laurie Boston,
SteveGuintoli Katherine Hahler, Doreen Hunter, Jennifer
Jasper, Marcus Reese, Raelene Sam, Patrick Supplee,
Thertsak Sae Tung, Alison Westfall, John Worden; Adviser, Gary "The colonel" Atkins; Moderator, Frank

-

-

Case. S.J.:Staff Cat. Drano.
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RECORD RATINGS:
Censorship or Responsible Marketing?
by John Worden

The American media is transforming
ourchildren into satanic,decadent and immoral deviants obsessed merely with the
vicesof sex,violence, alcohol,drugs, and
rock music,and this wemust terminate!
This exaggeratedstatement is not necessarily straying too far from the viewpoint
espousedby many Americans, most notably by Republican Sen. Slade Gorton of
Washington. Empathizing with feelings
expressed across our nation, Gorton,
along with an assortment of others, have
lately been presiding over Senate sponsoredhearings to determine to what extent
music, namely rock or "heavy metal," influences our youth, and to what degreeits
negative influences are manifest.
Gorton, etal.,areproposing that several
stepsbe taken tominimize the opportunity
for our youths to be exposedto this material, suchas adopting some type of record
rating system, similar to that of the motion-picture industry, orpossibly requiring
musicians to print lyrics on the outside of
their album covers, thus giving parents
ample opportunity to determine the desirabilityof such material.
Their positionis not necessarilyas ludicrous as it initially appears. This is censorship. Notexactly, forthe matter is far more
complicated than that. The First Amendment guarantees the right of free expres»ion, but the Constitution also guarantees

the pursuit of happiness. With statistics finallybecoming available as to thenumber
ofmurders, rapes, and assaults committed
each yearby thelisteners of heavy metal, it
is obvious that the rights of others must
also be acknowledged.
Certain types of entertainment, includjng vehement rock music, increase the
chances ofone's conforming to such a violent example. Important to note is that the
largest market for such music is the age
groupbetween 12 and 16 years old. Thisis
also the age group of the emotionally unstable,and mosteasily influenced. A number of youngsters within this agegroup feel
inadequate,impotent, and inconspicuous,
and long for that vehicle which will gain
them either the acceptance or the acclaim
they desire.
An example would be the song "Bastard" by the Motley Crue, whichaims directly at this group. The lyrics state: "Out
go the lights, in goes my knife, pulled out
his life; bastard, consider that bastard
dead, make it quick, blow off his head."
While these lyrics might revolt, amuse or
incense us mature adults, they may overcome aninsecure youth, giving
form to his actions and his

synthesis Ifind myself again empathizing
with those thoughtsexpressedby Gorton's
entourage. They cited the heavy metal
song "Fuck Like a Beast," by the quickly
rising metal band "W. A.S.P." The title itself conveys various messages from sex to
violence. How are 12-year-olds supposed
to differentiate between these originally
disunited messages? The task is difficult
for many adults. This differentiating ability was not required, at least to the same
of our youth a generation
ag°- Wnen _ Elvis made his
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change this, even^
if the results willV
V
be negative.
Though Iwill
agree with Gorton, V
etal., in their fear of V
the implications of
V
over-exposure to
intense
quantities of
violent in-

mentary.
Our newest generation of music seems
to contain one aspect which alienates it
from the music of our past. That aspect is
the contemporary fusion of sex with violence,binding themas one entity. With this
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mentality. The youth sees
society as

indifferent

fluence, we are not necessarily as allied

when dealing withmatters ofa sexual nature, or what has been termed "vulgarity."
Words are abstractions, and possess only
the meanings we give them. We can give
portions of our vocabulary negative connotations or positive ones, and the exposure of youngsters to words witha sexual
meaning is not intrinsically harmful. Unfortunately, even this issue is not so ele-
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fall under the all-encompassing titles of
rock or heavy-metal. Ialso believe that
mature adults (or adolescents) can enjoy
music produced by as Motley Crue, Iron
Maiden or KISS, withoutbecomingrapists
or murderers.
On the other hand, Iam not always so
confident about the decisions of many of
our 12 to 16-year-olds. For this reason, I
might be in favor of measures such as requiring musical lyrics to be printed on album covers. However, this would assume
that parents would always take the time to
screen such lyrics, whichof course might
not be the case. On the other hand, measures such as record-rating or requiring

parental consent to purchase certain records might only compound the problem,
Any youth preoccupied with music which
is currently being criticized, would only
become more obsessed with the idea of
possessing anR- or X-rated album,
The problems of a merger between sex
andviolenceinourmusic andits effects on
ourcitizens' behaviorare beingadequately
documented. Theanswerlies in the education of our youths so that they can make
their own decisions, and in the ability of
our parents to assist, not coerce, our children with their emotionaland psychological maturity. However, that is a problem
which record-rating, or evenoutright censorship,might be at a loss to alleviate,

ca'>°n was absent.
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The Spectator would like to apologize
for misspelling the followingnames in the
October 31 edition: William F. Le Roux,
S.J. and Douglas Breithaupt.
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by Laura Sauvage

Pictures taken for finalproject in
Mcl Curtis9 photo-journalism class.

Spring quarter, 1985
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Henry Rollins:

Punk's clean-living bard on life, death
theevil,that lies withinhuman nature with
an unnervingpassion.
My favorite piece, entitled "Daddy's
Meat," shows Rollins coming to terms
withhisracist, sexist father.Theelder Rollins' death is a showcasefor amacabre dinner party: his son andassorted guests seat
themselves before a fine meal at an imaginary Malibu beach house and dine on the
maincourse,daddy's heart.
Rollins explains, "The opportunity to
requires
dine on my father's heart
intestinal fortitude because I
am a vegetarian." To desire to assimilate horror into
one's own body, to make the unpalatable
palatable, to consume poisoned flesh as
remedy for thetainted soul slappedme out
of the light-hearted mood the preceding
readings put me in. The last time Igot
floored by poetic cannibalism happened
when Iread Coleridge's "Rime Of The
Ancient Mariner." The mariner bites his
arm and drinks his blood to slake the
deadly thirsts of the crew so cursed by the
mariner's murder of the albatross. Deep,
heavy stuff and I
love it.
If only Rollins' other pieces had been so
viscerally intense. Which is not to suggest

the performance lay in Rollins' ability to
enthrall listeners intothe show itself. Once
attention was given to the mane of wild
black hair and leisurelyoscillating hips,—it
was hplrl

fasf and hiine

onRnllins'

word

...

only to flex as Rollins' inflections of mood
and voice allowed. The audience seemed
to

relate

to

the subject

matter.

Rollins'

work, whether it was analytical, satirical
or funny, wasn't so heady or esoterically

removed from everydayliving that it failed
to deliver an existential slap in the face to
all who cared to listen.
And unlikeother poetryreadings I'veattended (nowadays, it's fashionable to call
poetry readings "spoken word" performances to avoid the erroneous connotations
that poetry is florid literature appreciated
onlyby the more sophisticated insociety),
thisone was spontaneous and not weighted
down with verbal histrionics.
Besides, Icannot imagine any other spoken word artist I'd rather see butt-naked
while announcingthe policies he'd change
ifhe ran the world:
"1)1not onlybelieve in the right to bear
arms butthe right tobearnucleararms a
siloin everybackyard.
2) Anyonecaught stepping on or harming cockroaches in any way whatsoever
would be shot.
3) Every Caucasian male would be cas-

—

BRIAN ROONEYH-HE SPECTATOR

by Stinson WesterbergMars

I
came around from comin' around
and found myself in society'sjail.
I
would not go to the extreme of selftorture of being a male cheerleader.
What drives people to do this?Did they
not have theguts to commit suicide?
more than money,
Ilove women
guns or piles of dead police burningin
Malibu.
Henry Rollins,Seattle, 10/20/85

—

—

"Last night before my L.A. show

started," boasted Henry Rollins, frenetic

frontman of the group Black Flag and spoon stage
ken word performer, "I walked
— and
pronude
before 300 people
ceeded to dress myself; went on with the
show and it was pretty f****n' great!"
Alas, Seattle did not experience raw Rol-

—

lins diirinu his

solo

readings

that Sundav

night,Oct. 20, but the crowd of 80had the
pleasure of 90 minutes with half-clothed
Rollins delivering his ownbrand ofhumor
andsardonic wit.
No one was safe from Rollins' biting
tongue and caustic commentary; Rollins
even askedthe audience to refrain fromapplause so he might continue to roll jokes
and one-liners off his head. The U-District's WilsonianBallroom proved the perfect venue for the performance, forno matter where one sat, Rollins was clearly
—
visible. He wasalmost in your lap strin-

gently working off physical anger and
enunciating so sharply that the—words shot
forth as arrows until bullseye! they penetrated the torpid minds and hearts of the
audience.
He comments, "People respond well to
my work." They have no choice. Youcan
only chortle at the jokes so longuntil you
realize that Rollins addresses the darkness.

the performance took a nose dive after
"Daddy's Meat,"but it became a stand-up
comedy routine. Now the evening with
Rollins was spent poking fun at male
cheerleaders and fans of U2 and Bruce
Springsteen.
"If you took every person in the world
who would jump off a cliff ifyou toldthem
to, lined them up on a cliff and sent them
off, all of the Bruce Springsteen and U2
tickets wouldgo unsold."
Ienjoyed this and many of the jokes,
(oh, about mundane things like drunkenness,robbery at football rallies and castramissed the punch of "Reference
tion)but I
Point," an entry written the day of Black
Flag's Seattle show last Aug. 20. "ReferencePoint" isabout all-consuming alienation; gone for the rest of the evening was
Rollins' fascination with Joseph Conrad's
book "Heart of Darkness" (Rollins has
seenthe filmversionof this story, "Apocolypse Now," eleven times). Yet maybe an
absence of darker, more penetrating material was welcome; Inoticed a lot of long
faces inthe room during these parts of the
show.
Perhans the

most

imnressive aualitv of

trated,except me.

4) Madonna would buy me a pad in Malibu and seek me desperately.
5) All ministers must be forced to drop
acid three to five times
— a week. They say
they can see God Iwant to makedamn

"THE TIME IS NOW. TURN ON.
TAKE" OVER. LET'S GET CANCERr»nc

Drama department takes talent 'Hostage' for fall
by Suzanne Parisien

A new quarter and with it brings a new
Seattle University drama production.
"The Hostage" will be offering great
comic relief for mid-quarter blues.
"TheHostage," writtenin 1954 by BrendanBehan, is a contemporary Irish classic. However, do not confuse classic with
classical. "The Hostage" is a fun, bawdy
classic withlively song and dance.
The basic story is about "an innocent
British soldier taken into a bawdy Irishbar
by the IRA as a hostage to be shot if the
British go through with the execution ofan
IRA youth. Hehas aromance with thebarmaid and she, together with severalhabitues, triesunsuccessfully to arrange hisescape. He is shot in the attempt — but not
for lonp. Ripht in the mirlHlp ofhis nwn

iy>-

quiem he rises to sing a final rousing
song."
"The Hostage" will be performed
Wednesday, Nov. 13-Saturday,Nov.16 at 8

Joe Freshman

p.m.;Sunday,Nov. 17 at 2:30 p.m.;Monday, Nov. 18 — Tuesday, Nov. 19 at 8 p.m.

in the Pigott auditorium. Admission is $4

general and$3

By Mark

for students and senior r\t\.

Levine

zens.
For reservations and more informatior

call the drama department.

copyright 1985 M.C.C. Syndicate
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A sad tale of misused art

Sexism, realism, or just a mess?
by Dean Visser

This is a sad story,boys and girls.
It is a sad story about art and politics.
Some people say these two are inseparable; in reality they are brother and sister,
wholook alikebut should never, neverget
married.
This story is also about Big Money, the
strange, leering old uncle hovering over
these siblings, whom both would be best
advised to just stay away from.
The art weare talking aboutis film. It is
"modern" andit is for the masses, but no
other mediumis quite likeit. Surrounding
a viewer with darkness and then blasting
the viewer into a slack-jawed, semihypnotic state with big color and big sound,
opens the mind to thousands of visual nuances and a huge language of symbology.
Movies also reach more people than any
other art medium.
I
love this medium, so thisis a sad story
forme.
"Flesh and Blood," now playing at the
Broadway, is a perversion of this art andof
the responsibility that goes with such a
powerful form of communication. It attempts to be amedieval epic, but succeeds
only in looking like MontyPython, Larry
Flint and Ted Bundy got together and tried
togefback at society.
It wastes the acting ability of Rutger
Hauer, who was riveting in "Bladerunner," but who prances and curses idiotically through "FleshandBlood."
One can hardly believe that Paul
Verhoeven directed this loser, after seeing
his delightful "Soldier ofOrange" and his
witty "The Fourth Man." "Flesh and
Blood" is so sloppy and so tasteless that
one sits through it wonderinghow much is
supposed to beserious.
It trashes the potentially fascinating
theme oftheDark Ages and the plague and

dangerously

wastes

the vitally important

topic of rape.
Themoviefeatures Jennifer JasonLeigh
being captured by a wandering band of
mercenaries and being repeatedly raped.
She does not resist in order to avoid being
killed. Verhoeven claims her character
"has acore of strength, aninstinct for survival."She eventually falls inlovewithher
rapist.
Now, the politics comein. Thisis not to
say it shouldn't at this point it's just sad.
The night "Flesh and Blood" opened in
Seattle (one of its first public showings),
members of Seattle's National Organization for Women were protesting outside the
Broadway.

—

They handed

out

flyers asking people

notto attend the moviebecause itsells vio-

lence against womenas entertainment and
because it "perpetuatesthe rapemyth that

womenlike to be raped and say no when
theyreally mean yes."
Their observations on the movie turned
out to be quite accurate in my estimation,
even though most of themhad not seen the
movie (though they had "seen all the
write-ups").
It seems the situation left them with the
alternatives ofeither buying the ticketsand
giving money to a production that smelled
bad from a distance or of protesting whilea
bit on theuninformed side: an ethical/philosophical problem that is puzzling, frustrating and has no solution short of being
ignored.It makes one feel sort ofhelpless.
Icalled the film's distributors in Los
Angeles and New York. Italked to several
staff people and guess what
most of
themhadn't seen the film either.

—

Put exotic on your table

Since thereare a coupleof articles in this
week's Spectator concerning India, I
thought Iwould give youtworecipesusing
Indian curry powder. Curry is a hot spice
made of cayenne pepper, fenugreek and
turmeric. When used in moderation, it can
add a very delicate flavor.
The first recipe is very easy andhas become a favorite in my family.
Easy Meat Curry
2 cups cooked meat, cubed
(lamb, chicken, turkey, pork or
beef)
1 V2 cups chopped celery

V2 medium onion, minced
1 can (16 ounce) applesauce

scenes, huh?" Orionadministrators could

not be reached for comment.

Dale Nash, an employee of the Seven
Gables company (who distributed the film
in Seattle), said he felt the film was intended to be realistic, as opposed to exploitive. "Raul Verhoeven is a sexual director," hesaid. "What canI
say?"
Nash also said that the Seven Gables
staff "had met and decided not to comment" on the film or the protests.
Seven Gables has long been respected

"Thatis the most twisted kind of self-serving garbageno rapist is ever a victim of a rape."

Lunch withLaurinda

by Laurinda Clark

An employee of Orion's publicity com-

pany, whoasked not to be named, said he
"knew the film wasbeingmarketed as basically a T and A movie," and that he was
"not aware of any protests," and "have a
nice day." The receptionist at Orion's New
York office said shehad seenthemovie. "I
thought it was a little graphic," she said
and laughed. "A little heavy on the rape

1 V2 teaspoonscurry powder
2 tablespoons oil
Cooked rice
Saute celery and onion in oil until tender. Add meat cubes. Cook over medium
heat until warm. Addapplesauce and curry
powder (more or less according to taste).
Stir thoroughly and heat through. Serve
over white rice. Serves 4.
This second recipe is a soup Icreated
this summer after having a similar soup in
a restaurant. The ingredients may sound a
little strange at first; however, they blend
to give a delicate sweet but spicy flavor.
Cream ofBanana Soup
1 tablespoon onion minced
4 tablespoons butter
1mediumbananaminced
72 medium apple peeled and
minced
V2 Cup cooked chicken minced
2-3 mushrooms minced
2 cups chicken broth (16 ounce
can)

3 tablespoons flour
1cup whipping cream(V2 pint)
V4 teaspoonsalt
2-3 teaspoonscurry powder
Using amedium saucepan saute in 2 tablespoons of the butter, onion, mushrooms, apple and banana. Add salt, stir
and remove from heat. Melt remaining
butter. Stir in flour quickly until a thick
paste is formed. Gradually add chicken
broth while stirring constantly. Continue
stirring until bubbly. Addchicken and banana mixture. Gradually add whipping
cream while stirring. Add curry powder
and simmer 5-10 minutes. Serves 4.

for handling controversial themes that no
one else would,andalso for being liberalminded andconscientious about women's
issues infilm.
Patricia Salt-Charles, a local NOW activist, said that a Seven Gables employee
told her they would "sell anything," and
that financially, they did not havea choice.
Chris Gaston-Oswell, a member of Seattle
NOW's Task Force on Violence Against
Women, wasone of the protesters whodid
see the film. She had an irrefutable argument against Paul Verhoeven's "realism"
justification of "Flesh and Blood's" startto-finish brutality: "If a movie is violent
and depressing, it is considered 'realistic'

If it portrays "goodness, it gets called
'sugar-coated.'
Verhoeven claims that the woman in the

movie is portrayed as heroic because,
when Hauer starts torapeher, she pretends
toenjoy it,therefore making him "asmuch
a victim of his ownattempted rape as she
is."
"That," said Gaston-Oswell, "is the
most twisted kind of self-serving garbage
— no rapist is ever a victimof a rape." She
also said the woman's non-resistance for
"survival" was not conveyedclearly. "We
see the rapist'spleasure clearly," she said,
"and we can't see that the womanis only
feigning pleasure. Afterward she is attracted tohim.It makes the rape look positive.
Gaston-Oswell said she was not protesting for the sake ofprotesting,but wantedto
"educate" potential viewersof wheretheir
money was going before they spent it.
"Everyone is responsible for their environment," she said.
Verhoeven is not generally considered
stupid. He may have been attempting to
show the extent to which womenhave suffered in order to survive. He may have
been trying to cash in on apublic fascination with violence. He may have been doing both.
Censorship is bad and film violence can
be a means of expressinganoble message,
but sometimes kids pick up on means before they can figure out ends. Grown-ups
aren't certain what effects some means
have on them yet, and not knowing is dangerous.
The speculations get more and more
bleak. The story about this movie is confusing, fragmented and presents dilemmas
with no solutions. It forcibly drags money
andpolitics intohuman expression, thinking and entertainment.
We can only hope that audiences will
support film makers who love the good,
thebad and the grey areasof reality and are
conscious and conscientious of the effects
of society upon art and art upon society.

Seattle Scene

We don't need to look far
for a wild time
by Lance R.Tormey
This weeklycolumn willbeofferingsuggestionsfor theperfect date.
"Let us eat and drink;
" for tomorrow weshalldie.

Isaiah 22:13.
Webster's Dictionary defines fun as "what
provides amusement or enjoyment." Yet
the words "amusement" and "enjoyment" seem too bland for a city offering
hundreds of opportunities to have a wild
and crazy time. Fortunately, Seattlites do
not have to look very far. Here are some
suggestions.
DINNER:
THE BYZANTION,for authentic Greek
cuisine and an atmosphere that makes you
feel like you are inGreece. The menu includes chicken, lamb andbeef served with
lentil soup and atasty green salad. A great
way to startan evening. It'slocated just off
Broadway on Capitol Hill at 806 E. Roy.
Serving breakfast, lunch anddinner. Average cost for two is $15 .
MOVIES:
"COMMANDO," the girls love hismuscles; the guys love his bravery. This show
has received bad ratings from local critics
yet the excitement it presents is hard to
deny. Arnold Schwarzenegger gives fans
another kill-or-be-killed movie in which
he portrays a "one-man army" fighting
against invading terrorists. Good show for
all "theguys." Playing at the United Artist
theater across from the King Cinema in
Seattle.

New movies:
"Death Wish 3," playing at
Grand Cinemas, Alderwood
Mall Boulevard. "Year of the
Quiet Sun,"playing at theMarket
Theaterin the PikePlace Market.
Check local listings for show
times. Average cost for two is
$10.

DANCING:
CLUB BROADWAY, for the over 18
crowd. Club Broadway offers dancing and
partying every Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 9 p.m. to 4:30 a.m. A dress
code isenforced but designer jeansare allowed; no tennis shoes. Every Thursday is
"ladies night." Located at Broadway and
Madison.

i
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Elections concern students
byDoug Sanders

If issues such as rising tuitionor lack of
parking spaces concern you, now is the
time to act.
Elections for three ASSU Senate positions and three Judicial Board positions
willbeheld Tuesday, Nov. 14.
ElectionBoard coordinator,Deepak Katara, hopes for a muchbetter voterturnout
this year than ASSU had last year. Last
fall, Senate elections drew only 254 voters. However, this year, Katara hopes several factors will attract more voters. This

year, voters will find voting machines
identical to those used in county and national elections. Katara hopes this will attract more voters, if for no other reason
than that they willstand out.Healso thinks
there are several issues concerning students this year,including the parking situation and the rising cost of tuition. All of
this, combined with the ASSU's drive to
seek student input, Katara hopes willencourage more students tovote.
Katara saidelection booths willbe setup
in the bookstore, the Chieftain and on the
second floor of the library. The booths in

Psychology club active at S.U.

Freut),1938.

by Angie Babcock

The Psychology Clubhas been an active
club on campus for a number of years. It
was first established with the purpose of
giving psychology students a chance to
come together and explore different psychologicaltopics, saidJan Rowe, adviser.
"Our main objective is to enjoy ourselves," said John Knapp, sophomore

business student and president. Getting
more interest in psychology and adding
more members to the club are objectives
Knapp will work for. The Psychology
Club holds many different activities, including psychology study labs Nov. 5-7.

The study labs are set up for students taking psychology core requirements who
need a helpinghand. Labs are in the Marian faculty lounge from noon-1:30 p.m.
The club also sponsors various speakers
from outside resources,as wellas aninformal "meetthe faculty series," inwhich the
students talk and discuss issues with the
psychology professors.
"I'veonly been to onemeeting, but Ican
see that we have motivated leadership and
a widediversity ofmembers. Itlookslike a
nice break from strict class life," said
Monica Philbin, sophomore nursing student and club member. Knapp said the
Psychology Club is open to anyone interested in the study of psychology, whether
they bepsychology majors or not.
"Inthe future, weare looking forward to
planning our meetings around one general
theme so the meetings can become anunstructured learning experience as well as
provide an atmosphere of socialization,"
said Knapp. He is considering a focus on
either alcohol-drug rehabilitationor onthe
learning process itself.
Rowe said he would like to "encourage
people who are interested to stop by the
Psychology Club office located in the
basementofMarianHall andsee what it is
about."
The Psychology Club meets every other
Wednesday at noon in the Psychology
Club office.

fPID) PRINTING

thebookstore and the Chieftain are tentatively scheduled to be open 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Thebooth in the library willbe open
4 p.m. to 9 p.m. inorder to accommodate
evening andcommuter students.
Allstudents registered at S.U.are eligible to vote. This includes part-time students, graduate students and students not
living in the dorms. It excludes,however,
students living on campus who attend
other schools.If youhave anS.U. student
card, you can vote.

Katarais hoping tosee a voter turnout of
500-700 students,an increase of200 percent overlast fall.
Theentire election process will be conductedby the electionboard. The board is
responsibleto the second Vice Presidentof

Olders students
often isolated
by Laurie Boston
Speaking to r.e.w.i.n.d. on "How The
Faculty View The Returning Student"
Hamida H. Bosmajian, Pigott-McCone
Chair of Humanities, said she often sees
the older student "very isolated."
"Thereisinthe non-traditional studenta
stronger sense of intentionality than is in
theadolescent student and thismakes for a
verydifferent college attitude,"Bosmajian
said.
She went on to say that it is this intentionality that causes the older student to
ask the very serious question "here Iam,
what can Ido?" She suggests that faculty
"need to realize this student is really asking questions "while very consciously
aware of anew chapter inlife."
The weekly discussion group r.e.w.i.n.d. stands for "Returning to Education: Women inNew Directions!" It is for
womenover 25 who have returned,or who
are just entering, school after some years
inthe marketplace or at home.
Along with Bosmajian, Steen Hailing,
associate professor of psychology, and
Sharon James, assistant dean of business,
served on the faculty panel.
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ASSU, James Gore. Katara, who was appointed by Gore, is the only sworn-in
member of the board. The other board
members are: Lorine Singleton, Deatra
M. Scott, and Julie Del Ganni. They are
impartial students, "not related to the political process of the ASSU," said Katara.
The board will be responsible for obtaining a list of all students registered at S.U.
When a person votes, the ballot number
will be placed next to that person's name.
After the election,thelist from allthepolls
willbechecked tobe sure no one has voted
more than once.
Three positions willbe filled. The three
highest vote getters will be declared winners.
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VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE POSI; TIONS AVAILABLEwith the King Co. Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Unit, either
Criminal Division or Juvenile Section.
Learn about the criminal justice system
while helping victims of crime. Training
J provided,
credit available. Prefer those
with office experience, good communication skills, ability to make a time comDIVISION; Ralyn, 583Imitment.CRIMINAL
! 4441, JUVENILE SECTION; Deborah, 343-

Hailingis "relieved" whenhesees older
students in class becausehe knows that dialogue "willarise that is muchmore fruitful and will help the other students as
well."
Hailing said he is always struck by the
enthusiasm of the returning student, but
also by the great deal of doubt. "It is a
great paradox that those who doubt the
most usually need the least," he said.
"Anxiety is conducive to running or polishing the car, but not to doing math."
Hailing finds math symbolic of how "the
ability component is not the problem, the
issue is the anxiety."

Echoing Bosmajian, James said these

students are often "so thoroughly orga-

nized that theydon't recognizetheneed for
help." She suggests the possibility of a faculty mentor and the recognition of these
students' greater interpersonal skills that
help not only in schoolbutalso inthe business world. Coordinatedby Joan Savarese,
assistant director of the counseling center,
r.e.w.i.n.d. meets in Bellarmine on
Wednesdays, noon-1p.m. for a brownbag
lunch. Future topics include: "When
Mom Goes Back to School," Nov. 6, and
"Divorce, Separation,and Loss," Nov. 13.
ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced Back
ground: Cambridge University and London School of Economics. Private tutorins to meet individual needs. Emphasis:
diction, writing, readingcomprehension,
etc. 782-9022.
Paper needs to be typed? 14yea sexpe-
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Just wanted to say I love you all.
Grandma and Grandpa, Mom and Dad,
you are all so very helpful and I love you
more than you will ever know. Signed
Yakima.
ROOMATE WANTED Male or Female to
share a 3 bedroom apartment 2 blocks
$132.00 per
c ion
-,
|
and
/3
share cleanmonth us uti ities
ing deposit. Contact Mary or Allison, eveni
457.5884

,

Tow^.

AFTER-SCHOOL daycare needed. Mini-

mum 2 days. CapitolHill area, Tues-Thurs.
$g a
Need to supervise homework,
323-7433 Ref please
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Today is the last day to sign up to run for
the Judicial Board There are 3 position« open- Sign up in the main ASSU
office

I BOWLING DAY at Sunset Lanes, 1/2

Friday, Nov. 22 Campion Ballroom
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Liveband and refreshments

price admission, co- sponsored by
intrmurals and ASSU Wed., Nov. 13
3:00 p.m. For more information call
Universitly Sports at 626-5305

$5 couple $3 single

Applications for the Senior Class Committee are due by Nov. 15. Juniors or
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Womens hoop solid as a rock
by Marcus Reese

For almost a decade, Seattle University's women'sbasketball program haslaid
a foundation thatis truly "solid as a rock."
The playersprovide the work while coach
Dave Cox draws up the blueprints.
By following these blueprints, the team
has reached the semifinals the last eight
years. Beating NCAA Division 1 powers
such as the University of Washington and
ArizonaState, the teamhas beenranked as
high as 11th in the nation. With nine returning letter winners,the team is looking
forward to another winningcampaign.
A newcomer is Michelle Hacket of
North Pdulsbo, Wash. Hackett won the

most valuable player award in the state AA
basketball championships. "Michelle is a
versatile player. She rebounds very well,
plays strong inside and has a soft touch,"
said Cox. Theother new player is Shawn
Johnson, a transfer student from Green
River Community College. Johnson was
an MVP in the state CC championships.
"Shawn shot 52 percent from the perimeter last yearand handles theball extremely
well. She also plays good defense. I'm
glad Shawn decided to bring allof her talents to S.U. instead of Portland State,
where she was their number one recruit,"
Cox said.
"Our strengths will be the size of our
front line, which is the strongestoneinour

The intramural office of Seattle University sports is offering free passes to both
the Seattle Aquarium and the Woodland
Park Zoo. The passes available to students
can be reserved by calling the Intramural
office.
If the zoo and aquarium are too tame,
how about twohours of westernadventure
while enjoying the beauty of the Pacific
Northwest. Outdoor Adventures is offering horseback riding. The $10 fee includes
horses, riding guides and scenic trails on

I

the Skykomish river. The Seattle Aquarium's fascinating marine habitats are com■plimented this month by a special exhibit
"Lobsters Living in Armor." A newborn seal is on display in the marine mammals exhibit. The aquarium is located on
Pier 59 on Seattle's waterfront.
The Woodland Park Zoo can be both a
uniquelearningexperience and a relaxing
afternoon At the zoo you canmoveat your
own pace while enjoying everything from
polar bears to bats in the nocturnalhouse.
The zoo is located one and a half miles
west of 1-5 on N.E. 50th.

—

.

Bowling trip

Seattle University intramural department is offering a half price bowling trip
Nov. 13.
Transportation is provided by S.U. to
Sunset Lanes in Ballard. The transporta-

tionleaves at 3 p.m.and will returnabout 6
p.m.
A game of bowling at half price will cost
about65 cents. The trip islimited to30 and
is expected to fill up fast.

said. "We spend alot of time on full court
presses, double teaming, traps and other
situations."
Cox alsohas twonew assistant coaches.
Bob Chase, a Chieftain hoopster during
the "O'Brien twins era," will add knowledge and experience.LeeBurns will bring
many new ideas to the team.

Injuries help Western kick
S.U. men booters to 2-13
by TimHuber

Free passes
by DanielSmith

district. Our only weakness is the lack of
experience in thebackcourt. Ibelieve my
guards are capable of competing physically with any backcourt in our district,
but our success depends on how well our
guards handle the mental aspects of the
game," said Cox.
"In practice, we'll try to overcome this
by working on ball handling skills," Cox

The Seattle University men's soccer

team dropped to 2-13 on the season witha
6-1 loss at Western Washington Univer-

sity.
The team was outmanned in the first
half, but managed to play well the last 10
minutes of the half according to coach Pat
Raney.

Play improved in the second half. "They
really didand they know theyplayed well,"
said Raney. The team overcame numerous
minor ankle injuries in the second half.
Keyinjuries included Colin Mitchell who
injured his ankle again and Pete Rackers
who sat out the secondhalf.
Blythe Hirst scoredthe chiefs only goal.
Despite a strong second half the chiefs
gave up twogoals witha minute to play.
The Chiefs last game is against Pacific

Lutheran University on Nov. 6. The locationhasbeenchanged to Georgetownplay-

field due to the poor condition of S.U.'s
home field. Recent rains have turned the
S.U. athletic fieldinto a muddy mess.
Raney feels the team has a good shot at
beating P.L.U. In their first meeting this
season S.U.lostby a score of only 1-0.
A teammeeting is scheduled for Nov. 8.

Squash tourney
The annual Seattle University squash
tournament is set to begin Nov. 12.
The tournament runs about 10 days. Two

divisions of players will be based on skill
and experience. Sign ups for the tournament endNov. 10. Sign up in the Intramural Office in Connolly Center.

If You Haven't been to
Seattle Suntan
You haven't had Seattle's
Best Tan!

DIVERSITYISSTRENGTH

"For S.U. Students Only!"
Show your student I.D. Card
Receive two free sessions
with a purchase of any package!
Please bring ad

Diversity.Itallows ELDEC to offer a varied,challengingand stable career in hightechnologyelectronics. Quality,custom-designed
products and innovativeproblemsolvinghave earned usa strong
positionin aerospaceand marinemarkets forboth commercial and
militarycustomers.
An established corporationwithover $78 million inannual sales,
ELDECislocated just northof Seattle whichmeans employeesenjoy
theunmatched lifestyle of the beautiful Northwest.
ELDEC systems cover a wide range of customer needs. Our
solid state proximity switches andcomputer-basedlogicandcontrol
systems inform flight crewsof critical aircraft functions.ELDEC produces small, lightweight,ruggedlypackagedaircraft batterycharger
systems and high andlow voltage power supplies. We're also
involved in the design and manufactureof electronicmonitorand
control systems for aircraft, ships andspace vehicles.
Our futureis one of steady growthand technologicalachievement. Diversity is strength.Diversity is ELDEC.

COMMITTED TOPERFORMANCE.

BROADWAY ARCADE

Across From Dio.
2NDFLOOR

323-2233

FREEPARKING
U2BROADWAY AVE. t

m

We willbe on campus for interviews on November 12.
Contact your placementoffice for details.
ELDEC It a* EEO/M tmpkrri
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S.U. Intramurals
Terminators
69ers
Les Estudiantes
American Flyer

Vollevball
J

Green
YFIO's
MiamiMice
E. Hyperbaloids
GoatRanchers
Jerry's Kids
Student Bodies
Spikers
Generics
Thumpers
Exclamation Point

4-0
4-0
3-1
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
1-3
1-3
1-3

e

Blue
JV's
S's Slammcrs
What'sName
Manini Vice

3-0
3-0
2-1
2-1

Volleyball Football
2-1
0-3
0-3
0-3

Orange

3-1
2-1
2-1
2-2
1-2
1-2
1-3

Samoa
Weenies
Tigers
Bacteriophage
Nook's

Islanders
Second Wind

Football
Results
Orange
69ers 46, SushiEaters 0
Gumby 27, Reivax 0
Bulldogs 19, Sailors 0
Stimulators def. ABS

Blue

Blue

Nookie Squad 26,Copenhagen 15

.

Melon Heads def Pinheads

Black
StaffInfection 15, Suicidal T's 7
Snails 3 1,Commuters 19
Schlappy's 20, Anti-Schlappies 6
Digital Death 18, Septini Tanks 0
Red

Hoochers 15, Moonlighters 6
Deaf Power def. Double Vision-OT
Standings
Orange
69ers
3-0
Gumby
3-0
Bulldogs
2-1
Stimulators
.
2-1
Sushi Eaters
1-2
Reivax
1-2
Sailors
0-3
ABS
0-3

Nookie Squad
Good, Bad, Ugly
Melon Heads
Pinheads
Copenhagen

3-1
2-1
2-1
1-2
0-3

Black
StaffInfection
Suicidal Ts
Snails
Digital Death
Commuters
Septini Tanks
Schlappys
Anti-Schlaps
Red

4-0
3-1
3-1
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
0-4

Hoochers
XavierHolland
Moonlighters
Deaf Power
Double Vision

3-0

3-0
1-2
1-3
0-3

Don't Flounder Around
Attend RIGOSCPA Review
Experienced teachers and proven
materials will show you how to
pass the May "8f> exam. All
classes are l(K)r;LIVE (no tapes).
Ninety-five of our former students
passed the May "85 exam. Our
studentsreceived the number I
score in Oregon on the May '85
exam and November "84 examand
the number 2 grade in Washington
on the November '84 exam. On
the May '85 exam four students
received AICPA Sells awardsgiven
to the top 120 grades out of 75.(MX)
candidates. Attend the first two
classes free to see how our 48
class/24 week program can work
for you.

\^^fl

MAI1 I'Nl

Classes begin November 23-25
in Seattle, Bellevue. and Tacoma.
-*v^

P|/"V*VQ Enroll today!

IVUUj Call (206)624-0716
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for a complete
mim^ schedule.
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on Capitol Hill
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Defy Your
Clothes Budget

TAKE-TWO
consigned apparel
& accessories
1632- 12" Avenue
322-9180

»%#%«a^

I

frOITI Morili© Midland!

- '*

And y° u need additional financing or if you
don't qualify for a GuaranteedStudent Loan, ask
about our Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students

With Marine's GuaranteedStudent Loans, qualified undergraduates can get up to $2,500 a
yearand graduate students up to $5,000 a year

For more information, call 1-800-448-3400
Ext. 75 or write:
MMB EducationLoans
P.O.Box 10595
Rochester,N.Y 14610

after you leave school and then at only 8%

fi% JW

annual interest.
Check with your Financial AidOffice about
Marine'sGuaranteed Student Loans.
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Blast from the past

Looking Ahead
NOVEMBER 13
NOVEMBER 7

Students who intend to removean incomplete
grade from spring or summer quarter must complete the work, obtain an"I" grade removal form
from the Registrar's office, take it to the Controller's office and pay the $15 fee, then submit the
form to the instructor by Nov. 7. The instructor
will assignagrade andreturnthe form to theRegistrar. Confirmation of grade received will be
mailed to each student.

Psychology study labs will be held in the psychology office from noon to 1:30 for students
whoneed help in corerequirements.
The Marksmanship Club willhave its shotgun,
rifle, andpistol shooting at the range today.. Vans
will leave Xavier at 2:15 p.m.

Spectator staff meeting at 3:30 in the Spectator
office, basement of Student Union building. All
interested writers, photographers, artists andothersare invited.

Psychology Club Officers meeting. Any assistActivities Committees
please attend.
ants in Promotion and/or

NOVEMBER 16
Men's basketball:S.U. vs. Alumni, 7:30 p.m
Connolly Center, 14th and E. Jefferson.
NOVEMBER 13-16
Brendan Behan's play "The Hostage" will be
presentedby the S.U. department of fine arts at 8
p.m. in Pigott Auditorium. Admissionis $4 general and $3 for students andseniors.

NOVEMBER 17
"The Hostage" will be presented at 2:30 p.m
in Pigott Auditorium.

l^T Nexiean

Restaurant
Authentic
Mexican Food
open Monday through Saturday

NOVEMBER 18-19
"The Hostage" will be presentedat 8 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium.

11:30am-8:45pm
Come r ofPike & 10th

824-6211

Orders To Go

